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JANUARY 2023 ACTIVITY LOG 

 
 

01/01/2023 1754HRS I was driving on Franklin Circle when I noticed a vehicle parked on the  
sidewalk I gave this vehicle a parking warning no other issues to report I left Franklin 
Circle at 1806HRS 

01/01/2023 1806HRS A firework went off around the area of sixth ST/Washington ST, I  
conducted a close Patrol of the surrounding area untill 1818HRS 

01/01/2023 1839HRS I was driving on the Alameda when I noticed a black SUV that had been  
parked over 72 hours I gave this vehicle a parking ticket for city code violation 7-4-710 
parking over 72 hours no other issues to report. I left the Alameda at 1901HRS 

01/01/2023 2140HRS I was driving on Lang court when I noticed a vehicle parked the wrong  
direction I gave this vehicle parking warning no other issues to report I left Lang Court at 

2148HRS 
01/01/2023 2330HRS conducted a citation on a grey Lexus L5460 4door on Third St and North  

St. City code violation 7-4-710 No parking in excess of 72 hours. It has been green 
tagged before and the chalk on the tire is still visible. They haven't moved it. License 
plate CA #6GYA502. Expiration 2023. Vin # LAST 4 1863. I took photos. Nothing further 

01/01/2023 2350HRS conducted a citation on a grey Nissan Quest Van on Second St and  
Tahualami St. City code violation 7-4-710 No parking in excess of 72 hours. It has been  
green tagged before and the chalk on the tire is still visible. They haven't moved it. 
License plate CA #8CIH586 Expiration 2022. I took photos. Nothing further 

01/02/2023 0001HRS conducted a citation on a grey Chevrolet Limited 5 Van on Salinas Rd  
and Old San Juan Hollister Rd. City code violation 7-4-710 No parking in excess of 72 
hours. It's been green tagged before and the chalk of the tire is still visible. They haven't 
moved it. License plate CA #8VFM554 Expiration 2023. I took pictures. Nothing further 

01/03/2023 0020HRS patrolling city streets. We found a bag with a container on top of a car at  
the hacienda hotel. We returned it to the front desk and we continued patrol. Nothing 
further 

01/03/2023 0255HRS conducted a green tag on a grey gmc Sierra pick up truck on mission st  
and fifth street. It was 18 inches off the curb. I took pictures. License plate CA 
#16572R2. Nothing further. 

01/03/2023 0439HRS conducted patrol at the mission Vista apartments parking lots. A guy  
approached us in his vehicle and spoke to us aggressively about tagging his grey gmc  
pick up on fifth st. Claims to have had multiple warnings/ citations (Alejandro) I made 
contact and remained calm, he cut us off in the middle of the road and obstructed us 
from proceeding forward, spoke to him enough to move out of our way and we kept 
patrolling contacted Richard code enforcement he said he'll make contact with individual 
after reviewing report. 

01/03/2023 1951: officer Valadez and I witnessed a blue Big Rig drive over round about island  
that caused damage to traffic sign and plant fixture. Driver then drove away from the 
area before vehicle information was obtained. Code enforcement and public works were 
notified about damages. Nothing further to report. 



01/03/2023 2120: patrolled through cemetery. 1 red sedan drove through but drove away when  
driver seen patrol vehicle. Nothing further to report. Area is clear and secure. 

01/03/2023 2226: patrolled through mission garden apartments. Upon arrival notice a vehicle  
with no handicapped placard parked in a handicapped zone. Vehicle displayed 2 
different license plates. California plate in front of vehicle, Arizona plate in rear of 
vehicle. Citation was issued for each plate. No incidents to report. Area is secure. 

01/03/2023 2304HRS conducted patrol at the copperleaf community. A lady in a grey jeep  
approached us about a man trying to jump in front of her vehicle. She notified law 
enforcement. We drove past a sheriff and we contacted him and advised him the 
description of the vehicle. 

01/04/2023 2245HRS conducted a green tag on a green Ford f150 pick up truck on copperleaf  
LN and cypress ln. Sections violated SJBMC 7-4-710. The truck has been tire chalked 
for over 3 days. License plate CA #7L08210. I took pictures. Nothing further 

01/04/20223 2248HRS conducted a green tag on a brown Chevy El Camino 2door on  
copperleaf LN and cypress ln. Sections violated SJBMC 7-4-710. The car has been tire 
chalked for over 3 days. License plate CA #1R33072. I took pictures. Nothing further 

01/04/2023 2300HRS conducted a green tag on a grey Honda odyssey van on copperleaf LN  
and cypress ln.Sections violated SJBMC 7-4-710. License plate CA #6KDT608. The van 
has been tire chalked for over 3 days. I took pictures. Nothing further 

01/04/2023 2301HRS conducted a green tag on a brown Honda accord 4door on copperleaf ln  
and cypress ln. Sections violated SJBMC 7-4-710. License plate CA #4UGC177. The 
car has been tire chalked for over 3 days. I took pictures. Nothing further 

01/05/2023 2248HRS conducted a green tag on a white Toyota pick up truck on cedar CT and  
copperleaf ln. Sections violated SJBMC 7-4-710. License plate CA #3Z03792. The tire 
was chalked more than 3 days ago. I took pictures. Nothing further 

01/06/2023 1841: During patrol officer valadez and I came across a Grey Honda Accord parked  
in a crosswalk. Vehicle was cited. Citation was handed to owner of vehicle. No incidents 
to report. 

01/06/2023 1856: patrolled through SJB mission. Heavy vehicle and foot traffic. No suspicious  
activity or incidents to report at the moment. Will continue to monitor. Area is secure. 
(Gave a verbal warning to female driver who parked in a no parking zone. Driver 
complied and moved vehicle. 

01/06/2023 1935: During patrol officer valadez and I came across a black Nissan Kicks that was  
parked in a keep clear zone on 2nd st. Vehicle was issued a parking citation. No 
incidents to report. 

01/06/2023 1946: During patrol officer valadez and I came across a blue Nissan Versa that was  
parked in a crosswalk on 2nd st. Vehicle was issued a citation. No incidents to report. 

01/06/2023 2007: During patrol officer valadez and I came across a green Chevy Blazer parked  
in a red zone. Vehicle was issued a citation. No incidents to report. 

01/06/2023 2044: During patrol officer valadez and I came across a white Acura MDX parked  
18" away from curb and a red zone. Vehicle was issued a citation. No incidents to report. 

01/06/2023 2145: stood guard at Valero gas station until employees locked and secured doors.  
Customers are fueling up vehicles. No suspicious activity or incidents to report. 

01/06/2023 2203: Valero gas station is now closed. Customers fueling up vehicles. No  
suspicious activity or incidents to report. Area is secure. 

01/06/2023 2304: patrolled through cemetery. During patrol officer valadez and I came across a  



black mustang with 1 male and 1 female. I then informed driver that cemetery was 
closed to the public from sunset to sunrise. Driver complied and left cemetery. Nothing 
further to report. 

01/07/2023 At 0259HRS I wrote a parking warning for SJBMC 7-4-107 at 1115 Rancho way on  
white 4dr Chrysler license plate 7XOX130. 

01/07/2023 At 0313HRS I wrote a parking warning for SJBMC 7-4-107 at Rancho way/ Third ST  
on a white gmc SUV license plate 8WBY560. 

01/07/2023 At 0325HRS I wrote a parking warning for SJBMC 7-4-107 at Fifth St and Polk St on  
a black Chevrolet SUV license plate DJDV. 

01/07/2023 At 0338HRS I wrote a parking warning for a SJBMC 7-4-107 at Fifth St and Polk St  
on a black Ford SUV license plate 7CQL932. 

01/07/2023 2011HRS we were driving down lang ct when we notice a vehicle parked 18ich  
away from the curb we gave this vehicle at parking warning no other issues to report. we 
left Lang ct at 2026HRS 

01/07/2023 2030HRS we noticed a big rig driving down third ST. We gave this vehicle a citation  
no other issues to report. We left third ST at 2052HRS 

01/07/2023 2100HRS we were driving down First ST when we noticed a vehicle parked in a  
handicap Zone without a placard. I gave this vehicle at parking ticket, no other issues to 
report. We left first ST at 2123HRS 

01/07/2023 2125HRS we arrived on thrid ST to conduct a foot patrol, during our foot patrol we  
noticed a person passed out in there vehicle, before we had the chance to call rich a 
sheriff's deputy drove past I tried twice to flag him down, he acknowledged us the first 
time but ultimately I was unsuccessful. We call rich brown and reacted accordingly. We 
proceeded to knock on the window to see if we could get a response from the man 
inside the vehicle. He rolled over and mumbled something uncoherent. Believing that 
this man was under the influence we back up and call Sheriff's Department. Sheriff's 
Department showed up about 25 minutes later and start talking with the man. The 
sheriff's deputy ask him to step out of the vehicle at about that time The second sheriff's 
deputy showed up. they talk with the guy a little bit more. The guy start to walk away, the 
sheriffs deputy got in there vehicles and drove off. The man returned to his vehicle and 
drove off. Most of the business were closed no other issues to report. We left third ST at 
2223HRS 

01/08/2023 1656HRS we were Driving down the Almeda when we noice a vehicle parked over  
72-hours. I gave this vehicle a parking ticket, no other issues to report. We left the 
Alameda at 1711HRS 

01/08/2023 2027HRS we arrived at Third ST to conduct a foot patrol, most of the business were  
closed. During our patrol we found a open door to a restrooms. We were able to secure 
the door no other issues to report. We left third ST at 2057HRS 

01/08/2023 2126HRS we were driving down second ST when we noticed at refrigerator outside  
the residence of 22 Franklin ST. Me and my partner approach the house and knocked 
on the door. A female answered the door I explained that she needed to secure the 
fridge door. She replied saying let me go get my dad. When the father came to the door I 
explained the same thing to him. He got aggressive with us, so we called Sheriff's Office 
at left the house and the stage at Washington ST / second ST. To want for the sheriff's 
deputy. When the Sheriff deputy arrived he said the penal code 402B didn't apply to this 
situation. No other issues to report. We left Washington ST / second ST at 2204HRS 
(call# SB23000334) 

01/08/2023 2300HRS we arrived on third ST to conduct a foot patrol, during our foot patrol we  



notice a vehicle with the car trunk opened as my partners and approach the vehicle I 
notice there was a individual pass out in the driver's seat. partner's and I backed up and 
called Rich informing him of the situation. I then called Sheriff's Department. When the 
Sheriff deputy arrived he approached the vehicle and attempted to wake up this 
individual for a few minutes by knocking and pushing on the car. After the individual had 
woken up the sheriff's deputy asked him to step out of the vehicle. The second sheriffs 
deputy had shown up by this time and they worked on trying to find him a ride home. 
Eventually they were unable to find him a ride. The individual was arrested for public 
intoxication. Case#BG230030. All of the business were closed and locked no other 
issues to report. We left third ST at 0008HRS 

01/09/2023 1648: patrolled through Old San Juan rd. During patrol an orange Chevrolet pickup  
with a male driver mid to late 20's, pulled up next to the driver side of the patrol vehicle, 
driver then opened his door and told officer Pacheco and I "wrong side". The driver then 
stayed parked until officer Pacheco and I drove away. 

01/11/2023 2212 checked on Valero gas station. Front door was still open. Employee informed  
me 2 males were working on maintenance inside and would be finished in 15 mins. 2nd 
shift then showed up and stood by until front door was locked and secure and area was 
clear. Nothing further to report. 

01/12/2023 1730: During patrol a male in a Toyota Tacoma flagged officer and Valadez and I  
down to inform us about vandalism that has been occurring at 1117 1st st. I then 
informed him about extra patrol that will be conducted to suppress any further 
vandalism. 

01/12/2023 2024: During patrol code enforcement called and informed me that the alarm at city  
hall was set off. At 2026 code enforcement call and informed me that an employee set 
off the alarm due to password issues. Officer valadez and I then drove to city hall. Upon 
arrival alarm had been shut off. Made contact with employee. Verified area was clear 
and secure. 

01/12/2023 2152: checked on Valero gas station. Employee is closing up store. Stood by until  
employees locked and secured front door and left property. No activity or incidents to 
report. Area is clear and secure. 

01/13/2023 Arrived at the first and Donner conner house at 0010HRS house was egg minutes  
before I got there owner informed me of the incident he also asked how much would it 
cost to have someone stand guard all night. Blackish blue SUV could be a jeep SUV. 

01/13/2023 Arrived at first and Donner at 0050HRS spoke with owner of the house again and  
asked if he can gave someone camp out here today and tomorrow he said he will 
contact the company to have someone stand guard all-night at his house. 

01/13/2023 1903: During patrol, came across a yellow Chevy Camaro parked in the handicap  
zone on 3rd St./Washington St. Citation was issued. Nothing further to report. 

01/15/2023 0048HRS Carrillo had let me know over the radio that a car had crashed in the  
water barriers on The Alameda and San Juan Hollister Rd. By the time I had arrived on 
scene Carrillo had already made contact with the driver. The driver tries to get us to help 
him out of his situation by letting him go or by not calling SO dispatch. We called Rich to 
let him know about the crash and then proceeded to call SO dispatch. The fire 
department showed up a minute later and the Sheriffs showed up about 10 minutes 
after. We were told we could leave the scene but we're unable to get a case number. 

01/18/2023 Arrived at the Valero at 2154 talked with owner and they asked me if i can get an rv  
to move from there car wash place that they have in the back of the business made 
contacted with the people in the back and ask them to move and let them know that the 



owners ask for them to leave all clear no issues to report waited until they closed at 
2233HRS. 

01/18/2023 2353HRS Conducted a citation on a white Chevrolet pick up truck city code violation  
7-4-106 parking in front of sidewalks. License plate CA # 49612X1. Location Lang CT/ 
Lang ST. I took pictures.Nothing further 

01/20/2023 0300HRS conducted a citation on a grey Mercedes Benz c300 4door on muckelemi  
st and San Antonio St. City code violation 7-4-100 stopping in specified places. No 
parking zone. License plate CA #7WUW271 expiration 2023. I took pictures. Nothing 
further 

01/20/2023 1928 hrs patrolled rancho vista, noticed big rig parked on the corner of lavagnino  
and 3rd st. Called rich brown and notified him that the big rig had no identifying markings 
. Called dispatch and requested chp. Owner came out and said he would move vehicle 
and said he had just purchased so it did not have temp tags. Called dispatch and 
canceled the call and notified them the big rig had left.Nothing further to report 

01/21/2023 1630HRS I arrived at Copperleaf LN, there was a vehicle parked the wrong direction  
on Copperleaf LN/cypress LN I gave this vehicle a parking warning. No other issues to 
report. I left Copperleaf LN at 1643HRS 

01/21/2023 1730HRS I was driving down first st when I got wave down by a home owner who  
has been gettingegged recently, body cam was turned on, no issues to report. I left the 
house on First St at 1758HRs 

01/21/2023 1800HRS I arrived at Rancho Vista Community, I found a vehicle Park the wrong  
direction, i gave this vehicle a parking warning no other issues to report. I left Rancho 
Vista Community at 1820HRS 

01/21/2023 1905HRS I arrived at Copperleaf LN, I was called by the home owner on first ST he  
explained to me that he had just been egged. When I arrived at the house I talk with the 
home owner he said his camera did not turn this time. I took pictures of the eggs on the 
house. Body cam was turned on. No other issues to report. I left first ST at 1930HRS 

01/21/2023 2307HRS I conducted at foot of third ST, there was a open door at Brewery 25.  
When one of my partners open the door the alarm went off. We secured the door and 
call rich as well as Sheriff's Office dispatch, letting them know of the situation. No other 
issues to report. I left third ST at 2335HRS 

01/22/2023 1719HRS I arrived at Mission Vista Apartments, there was a vehicle parked the  
wrong direction. I gave the vehicle a parking warning no other issues to report. I left 
Mission Vista Apartments at 1734HRS 

01/22/2023 1815HRS I was driving down Lang CT when I noticed two vehicles. One vehicle  
was parked on the side walk, the other vehicle was parked 18" way from the curb. I gave 
both vehicles a parking warning. No other issues to report . I left Lang CT at 1838HR 

01/22/2023 1840HRS I gave four parking warning Franklin CIR / sixth ST. Two for parking the  
wrong direction, one for parking wrong direction, and the last for parking 18" away from 
the curb. No other issues to report. I left Franklin CIR/Sixth ST at 1906HRS 

01/22/2023 2148HRS I was driving down fourth ST when I notice a vehicle parked the wrong  
Direction. As I approach the vehicle the owner came out side and I gave him a verbal 
warning about the vehicle. Body cam was turned on no other issues to report. I left fourth 
ST at 2150HRS 

01/24/2023 2024: During patrol officer Valadez and I came across a black jaguar 4dr parked in  
a handicapped parking without a handicapped placard. Vehicle was issued a citation. No 
incidents to report. 

01/25/2023  2152: checked on Valero gas station. Stood by until employees locked and secured  



front door. No other activity or incidents to report. Area is clear and secure. 
01/26/2023 2030: patrolled through SJB mission. During patrol of side parking lot the 600 Casa  

Maria fence was down. Code enforcement was notified. No suspicious activity or 
persons to report. 

01/28/2023 2237HRS we arrived at Third st to conduct a foot patrol, most of the business were  
closed. At the end of our patrol of third st we notice a big rid driving down third ST he 
stop to talk to us we ask why he was driving in san Juan Bautista, he said the GPS Took 
him though here we let him know that he couldn't go though here and he needed to 
leave. No other issues to report. We left third ST at 2320HRS 

01/29/2023 1758HRS arrived on Franklin circle and 6th St, gave a Blue Honda Civic a parking  
warning for being parked on the sidewalk. Left at 1821HRS 

01/29/2023 1834HRS arrived at Copperleaf Ln where I noticed a vehicle parked the wrong way.  
The vehicle was given a parking warning for being parked the wrong way. As we were 
leaving Parga and I noticed 2 vehicles parked the wrong way. Both were giving parking 
warnings and we given the ok by Rich to give on of the vehicles a ticket for being parked 
18 inches from the curb. Was unable to place the ticket on the vehicle because the 
owner came out and was being hostile toward us. Left at 1914HRS 

01/29/2023 2150HRS arrived at the cemetery, we informed a couple they weren't allowed to be  
there during that time and they left. We also encountered 2 males who were ghost 
hunting and informed them they weren't supposed to be there either, no other issues to 
report. 

01/30/2023 1944: During patrol officer Pacheco informed me that a big rig had entered the city. I  
then followed the big rig. I was then approached by a female who informed me that the 
big rig was delivering a vehicle. Code enforcement was notified. No incidents to report. 

01/30/2023 2314HRS Conducted a foot patrol of Third Street. All businesses were closed. As  
we were checking doors we discovered Inaka business door unlocked. We proceeded 
on locking the door. All other doors were locked and secured. No issues or suspicious 
activity to report. 

1/31/2023 1942: During patrol officer Valadez and I came across a white Chevy pick-up parked  
in a handicapped parking without a handicapped placard on 3rd St. Vehicle was issued a 
citation. No incidents to report. 

1/31/2023 2200: During patrol officer Valadez and I came across a black dodge magnum  
parked in a crosswalk on Muckelemi. Citation was issued. No incidents to report. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 


